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Looping star is a silent MRI pulse sequence that can be used for quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM), T2*-weighted imaging and fMRI. However, the sparse radial sampling of looping-star limits its spatial

and temporal resolution in fMRI studies. This work proposes a customized looping-star fMRI protocol and a spatial temporal reconstruction method that removes the undersampling artifact from the repeating

sampling pattern and improves the temporal resolution and quality of the time course and activation map.

Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has evolved into the dominant tool for noninvasively imaging human brain activity. However, the loud acoustic noise in MRI still remains a problem. For example,

acoustic noise could cause discomfort and anxiety in patients, especially in certain groups like children or patients with dementia. Furthermore, acoustic noise is an additional confounding sensory stimulus [1]

and can impact the blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) response as a function of both its loudness and duration.

Looping-star [2] is a silent MRI pulse sequence that can be used in QSM, T2*-weighted imaging, and fMRI. The quiet feature makes it well-suited for pediatric MRI and auditory fMRI tasks. However, looping-star

MRI su�ers from the sparse radial sampling and low SNR, which limits its temporal and spatial resolution in fMRI. Due to the high undersampling factor, sometimes the volume TR must be increased to collect

more k-space data and reduce undersampling artifacts at the cost of worse temporal resolution. In this work, we combined two methods to reduce the undersampling artifact and improve the temporal

resolution. First, we apply our previously described model-based reconstruction [3] for overlapping echoes, which has less undersampling than the coherence resolved method [4]. Second, we use UNFOLD [5]

to improve the temporal resolution by a factor of 2 and reduce the undersampling artifact due to the alternating sampling patterns.

Methods
Pulse sequence: Figure 1 shows the pulse sequence we used for experiments. Compared to the original looping-star fMRI protocol, we optimized some parameters to improve the robustness and performance

of the pulse sequence. First, we used a 3D generalized golden-angle-based rotation [6] instead of random rotation to achieve a more uniform distribution of spokes in k-space. Secondly, we reduced the number

of RF pulses to 23 with increased sampling time, which improves the spatial resolution from 3.75 mm to 3 mm. Thirdly, because higher spatial resolution requires more spokes in k-space, we increased the

volume TR to 3.6 sec to reduce the undersampling artifact. The same sampling pattern is repeated every volume TR to minimize the impact of the sampling pattern on fMRI signals.

Problem formulation: In looping-star MRI, gradient echoes are overlapped in the time domain due to multiple RF pulses. Therefore, we use the following signal model to account for multiple echoes:

where  is the sensitivity map of th receiver coil,  is the continuous T2*-weighted object, and  is the number of RF pulses that were applied before time . This signal model fully models both echo-in

and echo-out spokes and resolves the overlapping echo problems.

Reconstruction: We used CG-SENSE with a spatial 3D quadratic roughness regularizer for reconstruction. Each frame from the scan is reconstructed independently as a reference. For the spatial-temporal

reconstruction, we �rst split every frame into two sub-frames with equal duration and separately reconstructed each sub-frame. Then we used UNFOLD to remove the undersampling artifact from the

alternating sampling pattern.

Experiments: We compared our model-based image reconstruction (MBIR) with 1) lower temporal resolution, 2) higher temporal resolution before UNFOLD �ltering, and 3) higher temporal resolution after

UNFOLD �ltering. In the fMRI study, participants watched a �ashing checkerboard for multiple cycles (20s on and 20s o�), and were required to tap their �ngers while the checkerboard was on. The pulse

sequences were programmed via TOPPE [7] and implemented on a GE UHP 3.0T scanner with a Nova 32RX head coil. Subjects gave informed consent under IRB approval.

Results
Fig. 2 shows the time series of a looping-star fMRI task. It can be seen that the undersampling artifact in (b) due to the repeating sampling pattern is signi�cantly reduced after applying UNFOLD (c), leading to

increased temporal resolution and reduced undersampling artifact.

Fig. 3: (a) shows the FFT of the time course of a typical activated voxel. There is a signi�cant high-frequency component because the undersampling artifact oscillates between adjacent frames. Before UNFOLD,

the raw activation map (b) does not re�ect the true brain activity due to the undersampling artifacts. After UNFOLD, even by only removing a single frequency component, the new activation map (c) shows

higher correlation coe�cients and recovered activities.

Fig. 4: Sagittal activation map for the visual stimulus. Improving the temporal resolution by a factor of 2 (from (a) to (b)) initially greatly reduces activation, due to the increased noise from the undersampling

artifacts. However, after removing the undersampling artifact using UNFOLD, the activation map is improved back to the level of the original reconstruction, but with doubled temporal resolution.

Fig. 5 shows the activation map for the �nger-tapping tasks. Similar to the visual task, using UNFOLD recovers brain activities by reducing the undersampling artifact.

Conclusion
As demonstrated on both visual and motor tasks, the proposed method shows improvement in the temporal resolution and reduction of undersampling artifacts, at a negligible cost to temporal resolution from

removing a single frequency component. For further study, more advanced spatial-temporal models can be explored to reduce undersampling artifacts for repeating and non-repeating sampling patterns.
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Figures

Figure 1: (a) A pulse sequence for a 2D plane of the 3D acquisition with one excitation/FID module and one GRE/data acquisition module (ramp-up & down gradient is required by TOPPE), the max slew rate for

all modules (including ramps) is 5 mT/m/ms; (b) Illustration of overlapping echoes in GRE module: the echo-out signal from purple RF pulse overlaps the echo-in signal from orange RF pulse in time; (c)2D GRE k-

space trajectory: odd number of spokes are used to generate more evenly distributed spokes; (d) 3D k-space trajectory using 3D generalized golden-angle.
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Figure2: fMRI time course from visual stimulus. Left to right: reconstruction with ~3.6 sec temporal resolution; reconstruction with ~1.8 sec temporal resolution without UNFOLD; reconstruction with ~1.8sec

temporal resolution with UNFOLD. Due to the high undersampling rate, the middle �gure shows signi�cant signal oscillation from the di�erent sampling trajectories when we reduce the time for each frame.

After removing the undersampling artifact in the k-t domain using UNFOLD, the oscillations are mostly removed and temporal resolution is also improved.

Figure3 shows the FFT of a time course of a typical activated voxel. Before UNFOLD, the raw activation map does not re�ect the true brain activity because the undersampling artifacts oscillate between adjacent

frames. After UNFOLD, even only removing a single frequency component, the undersampling artifact is reduced such that the new activation map shows higher correlation coe�cient and recovered activities.

Figure4: Sagittal activation map for the visual stimulus. (a) Original frame-wise reconstruction; (b) Halved volume TR without UNFOLD; (c) Halved volume TR with UNFOLD. It can be seen that if we would like to

improve the temporal resolution by a factor of 2, (b) shows greatly reduced activation map due to the increase of noise from the undersampling artifact. However, after removing a single frequency

corresponding to the 1.8s signal alternation with UNFOLD �ltering, the activation map is improved back to the level of original reconstruction, but with doubled temporal resolution.

Figure5: Axial activation map of 2 slices for �nger-tapping task. (a) Original frame-wise reconstruction; (b) Halved volume TR without UNFOLD; (c) Halved volume TR with UNFOLD. Similar to visual task, using

UNFOLD recovers brain activities by reducing the undersampling artifact.
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